Visual-auditory representation and analysis of molecular scalar fields
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Abstract
The work deals with a visual-auditory representation and an analysis of static and dynamic continuous scalar fields. We propose a general approach and give examples of dynamic and static objects representations related to molecular data simulations. We describe the practical application and demonstrate how the approach may help to track geometrical features.

CCS Concepts
• Mathematics of computing → Continuous functions; • Human-centered computing → Scientific visualization; • Computing methodologies → Volumetric models; • Information systems → Multimedia content creation; • Hardware → Sound-based input / output;

1. Introduction
An introduction of additional sensory stimuli, mainly an auditory, in order to address a problem of visual analysis limitation is a well-known technique [Kra94]. Auditory analysis proved to be efficient in area of multivariate visualisation [Kra94], however there are few applications for continuous scalar fields and unified framework for visual-auditory analysis has not been proposed [GR17]. In this work we consider the problem of visual-auditory study of molecular fields. We introduce an approach on the base of a concept of an abstract heterogeneous object influencing various sensory stimuli and propose the following theoretical and practical enhancements. First, we adopt the HyperVolume model (HV) [PASS01] for the work we consider the problem of visual-auditory study of molecular scalar fields. We introduce an approach on the base of a concept of an abstract heterogeneous object influencing various sensory stimuli and propose the following theoretical and practical enhancements. First, we adopt the HyperVolume model (HV) [PASS01] for the visual-auditory pipeline construction. This allows us to outline a general compact approach on the base of a concept of a heterogeneous object with sound properties that can depend on time:

\[ o(t) = (F(X), S_c(X), S_t(X, X[t])) \]  \( (1) \)

where \( F \) is a function describing geometry, \( S_c \) and \( S_t \) are attribute functions for colour and transparency that in the general case may be time-dependent, \( S_t \) is a function describing a sound wave. The attribute functions are perceived via sensory stimuli generated at the requested point or at the set of points on demand. Those procedures act very much like conventional transfer functions in Volume Rendering.

2.2. Auditory attribute functions
The procedure of the mapping the scalar value, measured at the point, to the frequency (w), amplitude (a) and duration (d) leads in general to the following sound attribute function \( S_t(X[t]) = F_t(w(X), d(X), a(X)[t]) \), where \( X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d) \), \( t \) is the time.

We use MIDI format to formalise both the mapping and the interaction process and propose MIDI keyboard as tool for operating with "auditory layer". The following mapping to a MIDI message is introduced: \( (On/Off, Key, Velocity) → (d, w, a) \). Currently, we neglect all the message components except the key number. Let us consider the mapping of the scalar field value \( f \) to \( w \), where frequency \( w \), perceived as pitch. We map \( f \) to frequency \( w \) via the following sequence of mappings:

1. To establish the mapping \( f → 0..N \), we calculate the scale degree \( n_l \in 0..N \) for each scalar filed value \( f(X) \) within the sub-range as \( n_l = \left\lfloor \frac{f(X)}{\Delta f} \right\rfloor \), where \( \Delta f = \frac{\text{max}}{N} \).
2. $0..N \rightarrow MIDI_{de}$. The mapping for Cmaj scale of the defined range and the start key can easily be implemented on the basis of knowledge about the major scale structure of a combination of tones (T) and semi-tone (S) intervals between notes (TTSTTS).

3. The mapping $MIDI_{Key} \rightarrow w$ can be obtained with well known MIDI keynote to the frequency conversion equation.

We access MIDI fields interactively by search and highlight the scalar field areas demonstrating the same $MIDI_{de}$ field pitch pattern along specified scanning direction and thus quickly define the area of interest in the scalar field. We use MIDI keyboard to operate the field (the example is presented on video midi.mp4, scanning along y axis).

3. Molecular fields case study

We present a visual-auditory analysis pipeline for the molecular fields case study in quantum chemistry. The initial data is sample data from the GAMESS software package [MKJ*93] that describes an HCN initial saddle point state before the HNC isomer reaction (see Fig.1 (a)). In our exploration, we have to deal with two scalar fields. The first field represents the molecule interaction boundary ($F'(X)$ electron density field), and the second field represents the physical property, namely the charge distribution $S_t(X)$ (see Fig.1 (b)). This leads to the molecule description in the form of a heterogeneous object: $o = (G,A_1) : (F'(X), S_t(X))$. Via application of functional mapping procedures, that define optic and auditory transfer function, we receive a HV representation $m(t) = (G,A_c,A_s,A_r(t)) : (F(X), S_c(X), S_r(X), S_s(X))$, where $A_c,A_r$ represent an optical model and are rendered by standard Volume Rendering procedure, $S_c(X,t)$ defines sound properties and rendered along scanned path (Fig. 1 (c)).

However, in the general case of molecular fields analysis researchers have to deal with more complex dynamic case. Let us consider the process of the self-induced molecule shape optimisation [MKJ*93]. In Fig.2 we present a HCCH closed shell DFT geometry optimization for the visual-auditory analysis case (sample data from GAMESS [MKJ*93]). The dynamic heterogeneous object description is $o(t) = (G(t),A_c(t),A_s(t),A_r(t)) : (F(X,t), S_c(X,t), S_r(X,t), S_s(X,t))$, where change in time of the geometry $F(X,t)$ and the colour attribute $S_c(X,t)$ functions is modelled with the metamorphosis operation [PASS01] on the basis of knowledge of the initial and the final states of the fields: $F(X,t), S(X,t) = (1-t) * [F(X), S(X)] + t * [F(X), S(X)]$, where $0 \leq t \leq 1$. For each fixed $t$ value we obtain a molecule state description for the selected time step, that is sonified with $S_t$.

Analysis of the visual and sound rendering of the scalar field slice changes in time may help to track changes in the scalar field that highlight the process of the bond type change.

4. Conclusion and further research

We have outlined the visual-auditory analysis process as a set of mappings starting with initial data sets and leading to some insight regarding scalar fields analysis. The approach is illustrated by practical case studies. Mapping into more complex music entities (chords) may provide the means for more extensive analysis of more complex data (such as a search for defects in the crystal structures). However, in some cases, an additional ear training might be even needed for researchers to be able to perceive and operate those sounds. The MIDI keyboard can be used not only for interaction but as a complementary aural training tool.
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